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Overview 
This short piece will be a 5-7 min showcase of Tobias Tovera’s latest work.  It will expand on 
the themes of the series and highlight the various elements and materials that define the 
work. Visually it will be minimalistic, driven solely by contrast, silhouettes, and mood, 
leaning heavily on visual impact and poignant phrases.  

Goals & Major Topics 
1. Introduce the series through an expository montage of a single piece. 

2. Feature the dimensional quality of the work through light movement, time-lapse 
photography, and camera movement. 

3. Feature the artist at work. 

4. Feature the environments that contribute to the earthly quality of the work. 

Specifications 
It will be shot in HD format with a 2.35:1 aspect ratio.  Early estimates for length - 5-7 mins.  

Visual Inspiration 
It’ll draw its inspiration from modern documentaries and short-form high-brow 
commercials. Examples: The Mountain (Netflix). 

Milestones 

I. Preparation 
Studio visit and lighting/sound scout for initial video tests.  Discuss document, rough 
brainstorm, discuss overall production approach and establish a rough timeline.  

II. Principal Photography I 
Review shotlist and recording session. Things to expect: Recording on a partially 
empty studio. Shots of the artist at work. Time-lapse of work settling. Improvising. 
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III. Principal Photography II & B-roll 
Pickup shots and B-roll.  Anticipate re-recording and exploring any additional ideas. 
B-roll outside of studio - environment only. 

IV. Rough-Cut 
Rough-cut edit and an overall first look at brand, pacing, and message.  

V. Final 
Final delivery with cut refinements, color grading, mastering, and final output. 

 

Expenses 
As discussed, compensation for this piece will be atypical: 

~$200 for gear purchase needed for the piece.  

$100 for each iteration after V. Final. 

$400 to buy video and host outside of Viceroyal.xyz 

 

 

 

 

 

 


